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UAL Student Voices: Jade  

SPEAKERS 

Jade, Victoria (Academic Support), 

 

Victoria (Academic Support)  00:00 

Hi, Jade, welcome. Thank you. I'm really interested in your story and your journey before you came to 

UAL, and since you've been at UAL, and yeah... just leave it to you to tell us a bit about yourself. 

 

Jade  00:13 

Cool. So, I am Jade Baldo and I'm a third-year student, well, fourth year, student at Central Saint 

Martins doing fine art and creative computing. And how I ended up at CSM initially, maybe it's kind of 

bad, I just wanted to go to CSM to study whatever I like and move to London. And I'm not sure where 

that idea of like moving abroad to study came from. Maybe like 10 or 11 years old, I was like I have to I 

have to go I have to go to London to kind of like leave the club kid fantasy. I don't know like it's very 

punk originators and stuff all these like beautiful stereotypes of the city, which are still somewhat true. It 

remains. But my relationship with art started through makeup artistry, I was working since I was like 11 

or 12 in like a summer camp for like young people. And then I started doing makeup artistry mainly like 

special effects and stuff. And then I started developing something more pictorial or like on faces from 

that. Then that went into theatre. And then from theatre, I went into performance art applied to all the 

like big name art schools in London, Goldsmith, CSM, Slade and stuff.  

 

[01:48] 

But I was pretty set on CSM just because just because of their fashion, like I wasn't even going to do 

fashion. But I wanted to go there because of like people's outfits and like this, this kind of irreverent 

aspect that from the outside CSM has. I went for fine art. I'm honestly not sure why. I don't know, I 

guess it's freer, or fine art was the like freer option, which at first is always very scary. Because you're 

there like these people don't expect me to do anything like I can do, I could do absolutely nothing and it 

would kind of be fine. But suddenly, you realise that they're kind of just letting you get bored, really 

bored. Until you just start making intuitively making whatever. 

 

Victoria  02:41 

I'm Spanish originally from Madrid. So, I still come from like, a big city. But in comparison to London, 

like it feels really really small, which is funny because it is a capital. And yeah, I come from like the 

classic conservative environment. Quite religious. And, uh, well, I am a trans woman, which I guess I 

had to say and kind of I transitioned after getting into CSM and it was interesting to see how like my 

practice kind of showed things that I didn't want to or that I was trying really hard to deny. Because I 

spent like, for all of first year trying to deny, like really strongly the attachment of a gender discourse 

through my work, but I was working with like very gendered elements like lipstick, heels. Yeah, lipsticks 

and heels mainly. But I was I was obsessed with saying that they were just a tool to alter the way we 

behave.  
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Jade  03:46 

Yeah, I don't know, I was very interested in how these elements are constricting. And that reflected into 

my own personal style, which has also changed a lot since I first came into CSM and that's kind of the 

reason I came to CSM to be able to kind of look absolutely crazy. And I went from this very like 

aggressive, severely impractical look to do how I dress now which is often severely impractical too, but 

a tiny bit more sensible.  

 

[04:21] 

And clearly more like yeah, no, I'm a woman. And before I was like, trying to figure it out, I definitely 

didn't look like a man. But I guess what I'm getting at is that CSM's kind of culture around styling 

yourself really had an impact on my personal style and my personal style was reflected in my artistic 

practice and my artistic practice reflected a need to transition that I kind of had been denying for like 

ages and ages. I kind of like I kind of knew I was thinking about I mean, obviously, far as since I was 

like, I don't know, like 10 or 11.  

 

[05:05] 

But it was kind of through art that I, that I kind of like became certain of it, like I had kind of made the 

decision to like, okay, let's go to a doctor. Um, I started like looking back at work. And I was like, yeah, 

this is all very, very trans-like, because I started well, my work nowadays revolves around, interrogating 

or expressing slash creating a substance that I've made up, which is, I'll say the pseudo dis-transposed 

hyper cyber, meta, empty, proto, real, true human substance of the beautiful, which is also like it's the 

title of my dissertation. This substance, well, it's a shapeshifting kind of para fictional substance, I've 

kind of presented as a methodology to, to make art from like, proposing other artists to make up their 

own substance. And in my hands, it very clearly revolved around ideas of transness, technology, 

beauty, and kind of like a need to transcend materiality, which are also topics that are very prevalent in 

my vision of contemporary culture and society. 

 

Victoria  06:36 

Did being at CSM amongst the students and the staff and within the wider student community, as you 

were, thinking about becoming a trans woman, did that support you? Did that help you? Or did it make 

no difference? 

 

Jade  06:53 

Before I moved to London, I didn't really know any trans people. And here, I met one person especially 

who was... I didn't I didn't meet her because of CSM, I met her because of her ex-partner. But she was 

studying fashion at CSM. And she kind of like stepped in took a bit over and was like yeah, here's how 

you do this. Here's the process. Yeah, I didn't meet her at CSM, I met her going out mainly, which is 

also a very interesting way I've interacted with a lot of the student body just kind of going out because 

especially like the queer sectors of the student body, we all kind of frequent the same parties and like 

the same scene. So, between that and school, I just like was able to get like a support network around 

me. But then at the crux, like the moment of transitioning, it was locked down like it was just when 

COVID had started so I wasn't really in CSM. Because of that, and because I had to leave, I went I 

went back to Spain for nine months, coming back, it's been amazing to see like, I don't know, like the 

reactions and the support from people and the amount of like, "I knew it"... Yeah. 
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Victoria  08:30 

So, what would you say to people who were considering their own sexuality, thinking of coming to 

university? 

 

Jade  08:40 

I guess it's kind of like a common storyline for a lot of queer people that we feel like we have to, like 

leave to be able to like, just express yourself, like in terms of both sexuality and gender identity. You 

have to leave to live your fantasy because like there's, there's a limit to like, the amount of time you can 

spend hiding outfits in a bag and like changing on the bus. So, I'd say just go for it. I don't know it's 

interesting to see how like we think we're communities in general but in the UK I feel like especially is 

such a boiling pot for creativity and self-expression and just like letting people be.  

 

[09:32] 

I wouldn't say I ever did drag but I certainly had like a kind of very out there look to go out which was 

not what I looked like usually in the beginning and then slowly, that style kind of started taking... like I 

didn't want to stop. And that's kind of where I started to be like... yeah, so what I'm what I'm wanting 

really is to go towards something more, more and more and more feminine. So I'd say yeah, like, go 

out, meet people, stay up late, go to the after parties. As long as your assignment are submitted, like, 

you'll be okay. I don't know, it's just because at times, it is difficult to juggle, like, it's pretty easy to get 

kind of absorbed into the club scene. Because it's also like an environment where you can get so much 

inspiration from for art. And also, I don't know, like performances inside of a club context and stuff. It's 

absolutely fascinating. But at times, it can be difficult to juggle, like, kind of real life and the parties. So 

yeah, I don't know, buckle up, be careful. But do it... like... jump in. 

 

Victoria  10:57 

And maybe being in an art college is a fantastic way, of actually considering and exploring and maybe 

researching and it's an opportunity to do all of them together? 

 

Jade  11:09 

Yeah, yeah, of course, like I've been for like some time, part of my practice was making the outfits I 

would wear out. And I've collaborated with a few club nights in doing like performance art and stuff. 

Knowing people like Leigh Bowery, and the Blitz Kids, I don't know that I kind of I'd heard of them 

before I came to CSM. But I kind of went deeper into it. And kind of the, the conceptual relevance of 

what they were doing besides them being fabulous in the club.  

 

[11:46] 

Because of CSM, it also was always very encouraged, queer studies within art courses in general, I 

would say it's luckily something that's encouraged to look into those kinds of alternative narratives or 

perspectives on histories. The environment of like a pure, like, exclusively an arts college, I don't know 

just seems I mean, I can't speak of like how other colleges are because I only have like my own 

experience.  

 

[12.15] 
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But in comparison, I don't know to other friends and like my sister who's studying STEM, it's kind of 

unthinkable to a lot of people that what we're doing is like studying like, it's a course, it seems kind of 

crazy. But I don't want that to sound like we don't do anything, like art students are probably one of the 

most self-exploitative creatures, you can do as much as you want. Most people like we leave the 

building when they kick us out at 10 at night. So, from like, 8:30 to 10, you can be there and a lot of 

people are, I don't know, it says something of like what it means to be a creative, which is to be driven 

by a kind of delusional passion. And also, unfortunately, it speaks of how competitive all these 

industries are. Because the people who will make it are unfortunately, just those who will struggle and 

struggle and struggle, and hustle and hustle, or are lucky, that can also happen. 

 

Victoria  13:15 

I'm really interested given what you're saying about integrating your own development and your own 

thinking and as a person, how do you view grades, given that it's such a personal journey that you're 

on? 

 

Jade  13:30 

It's been really interesting. When I was younger, I had very, very good grades. And then they 

plummeted. I don't know... hormones, like just went rebellious. And I just started like failing, failing, I 

didn't like what I was studying, etc. And then the second I switched over and started doing art, my 

grades have been like, even to myself, like surprisingly good. And I think they are important, probably 

like the year and the year after you graduate, especially for fine art because you're not going to 

graduate and there's going to be a job as a contemporary artist waiting for you somewhere. So, one of 

the ways around that are programmes, scholarships, academia, studio programmes, etc. And for that, 

even though a very good portfolio can overcome bad grades, if you have a very good portfolio, you 

probably have good grades.  

 

[14:34] 

But at the same time, I've never been one to really focus on like trying to get a really good grade 

because if I had I would have been looking at the marking criteria and all of that, like there's a lot of, 

like, paperwork that's always given to us of like "so this is how you get a good grade". I've always had 

more have like an experimental approach, I guess. I've kind of done whatever I wanted in the moment. 

And then I feel like as long as you've done your research can do a half decent bibliography, and are 

passionate about what you're doing, you'll figure it out. But also, there is obviously a possibility that I've 

just been lucky, I keep thinking about that too, because we are working in something that ultimately, I 

want to believe is beautifully subjective, and kind of ungradable. I don't know, not entirely subjective, 

because you can always tell when someone just hasn't done the work. 

 

Victoria  15:35 

But for you, what's your relationship? For example, with writing with your dissertation with doing any of 

the written assignments you had? Do you see it as a challenge? To really sort out your thinking, Do you 

see it as something you have to get through in order to complete the degree? 
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Jade  15:54 

For the dissertation especially, was something that I was very, very passionate about. So, I kind of took 

it as a challenge to be like, I'm trying, I'm going to try to write the least academic text possible, while still 

inserting in that context of academia, which is what's required to pass. But also, like, when I submitted 

this dissertation, and my teacher said, the project was very, very risky, and it could go very well or very 

wrong. So, I knew like it was either gonna be like, an A star or an A, or I was gonna have to do it again. 

Fortunately, it went well. Yeah. 

 

Victoria  16:35 

I think finally, what advice or what thoughts would you give to somebody thinking of coming here? 

 

Jade  16:43 

I'd say yes to everything. Like Yeah. And also like, move. Don't feel constrained by your, by your own 

course. Like I've collaborated quite a bit with fashion students, because I love fashion. And even though 

sometimes, like, because of the infrastructure of the university, it's hard, there's always like a way 

around it.  

 

[17:05] 

Be ambitious, also, like just kind of just make it your goal to I don't know, like I wanted to do like a 

project in a project in the fountains in front of CSM. And everyone said, like, "no, like, no, no, no, I tried 

to do it a few times, I just put a few things out, and see what happened, it lasted like 10 seconds and 

like three security guards showed up." But then upon insistence, and like, emailing and emailing and 

emailing, and doing seven different risk assessments, it's doable. If you like knock on the doors and ask 

for stuff, there's so much like infrastructure that we have access to, that is just not... it's not made 

known to you that you can do that, that you can use it, that you can learn VR at CSM within Fine Art, 

because it's not on the on the curriculum. It's just about I don't know, moving, like moving a lot, I guess. 

And being curious. 

 

Victoria  18:12 

It’s totally true, you have to have courage and when you have to push but actually if you have a passion 

that makes things a lot easier... you have to have a passion. Are there any final thoughts about both 

your experience and about being in UAL as well as CSM and being in London? 

 

Jade  18:32 

Yeah. I'd say that like all of it. Transitioning, moving abroad to study living in living in London, dealing 

with like partying and studying at the same time. And a course, where sometimes you feel like they're 

ignoring you. It's it's kind of painful. But from the pain, you grow so much. So, I'd say, allow yourself to 

really like go through it and like cry, like I've cried, I've cried so much during my time with CSM. Not 

necessarily about the course but like within that environment or like the endless days like wandering 

around the building, doing absolutely nothing, or trying to do stuff and like failing because like the 

technician is not in or like you don't know how to do... I don't know. It's a really painful, stressful and like 

absolutely crazy experience. But I would for sure do it all over again. I'm gonna cry so much when my 

when my card doesn't open that door anymore in three months.  
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[19:43] 

Yeah, I don't know. It's just it's been like really, like the most transformative thing like both physically, 

mentally, personally, artistically... so transformative. And it's so nice to like look back, especially in 

terms of artwork, at like what I was making before. And what I'm making now. It's just so wonderfully 

different like, it seems like two completely different people making the art. But you can see an 

overarching narrative. There's so much you can learn about yourself and the world around you through 

an artistic practice and you're never going to be able to have such a free artistic practice as in a fine art 

course at CSM. And the fashion is great. I think it's what I'm most gonna miss.... yeah. 

 

Victoria  20:40 

Well, I wish you, Jade, every success in the future. I'm sure we'll hear from you again, in one respect or 

another. 

 

Jade  20:47 

I hope so. Thank you. 

 

Victoria  20:52 

And thanks a lot for sharing your story. 

 

Jade  20:55 

Pleasure. 


